
Holiday Roast Turkey

Read this entire recipe 2 weeks before you need to cook the bird and once again the day before! This allows you to 
preview the required equipment, see the need for a defrosted bird; can get any additional equipment needed. The rec-
ipe calls for dressing. Prepare dressing a day ahead as “Turkey day” begins early because of the extended cooking 
time of the bird. If you plan a turkey over 22 pounds, you probably need to order one two or three weeks ahead of 
time.

A lady was picking through the frozen turkeys at the grocery store but she couldn't find one big enough for her family.
She asked a stock boy, “Do these turkeys get any bigger?”
The stock boy replied, “No ma'am, they're dead.”

Equipment for a dressed turkey
Set of metal turkey skewers (kit)
Kitchen string
Small pair of scissors
Heavy tin-foil
18- by 13 by 3 ½ inch roasting pan1

Dial thermometer (6~8 inches long)
An oven thermometer (check the oven temperature)
A fat separator
A bulb baster with an injector needle or hypo-syringe and needle
Hand towels
Paper towels
Large microwave-safe Pyrex measuring cup (melting butter)
Ample supply of dish and hand-soap

It is a good idea to do an inventory the week before, to see if you need to buy anything you have misplaced from last 
year. One item I often overlook is the metal turkey skewers which I buy in quantity once very five years; I could be 
running out again.

If your oven temperature is not accurate, the bird will either cook too quickly or take too long. You need to check 
your oven temperature with a quality oven thermometer. With some experience, you can adjust the cooking time, 
speeding up or slowing the process, as required, by raising or lowering the oven temperature by plus or minus 30 F.

The best part of a roast turkey certainly isn't just the turkey. It's all the wonderful dishes that lubricate and comple-
ment a succulent bird. By the time the turkey is carved and nestled amongst the cranberries, whipped potatoes, giblet 
gravy, candied sweet potatoes, savory creamed onions, and the rest of the fixings, dinner becomes indistinguishable 
from gourmet cuisine. Practically nothing you do can be more catastrophic then overcooking in a turkey. The result 
will be dry and the meat will disintegrate off the bones. No recipe is foolproof because fools are so ingenious. Close 
attention to detail is an asset in the kitchen. Nothing is quite as appreciated as a finely cooked bird and many struggle 
for years before they manage to get it right. Follow these instructions carefully and you will have success your first 
crack at it. Cooking the turkey to perfection is practically impossible as the rate at which the white meat and dark 
meats cook is not exactly the same hence, it this recipe, we do a few things to compensate but the turkey legs may be 
slightly less than perfect while the rest is perfect. I think this is a good compromise. The breast of the turkey remains 
perfectly moist and succulent while the legs are slightly chewier at (170F) than if they had been cooked to 185o F. The 
thigh meat is further down in the pan which seems to cook it slower than the legs.
Planning is Important
You will need to plan your turkey day. Nominally a 25 pound bird will cook for 8 hours and 20 minutes and the bird 
needs 30 minutes to rest after it comes from the oven. (The formula is 20 minutes per pound.) If you plan to eat at 5 in 
the afternoon, the bird needs to be in the oven by 9:00 AM. This means the dressing needs to be ready by 8:30 AM 
when you start assembling the bird, but the bird needs to be removed from the refrigerator and allowed to come up to 
room temperature, about an hour. Now we are at 7:30AM. How about that first cup of coffee? So make the dressing 
the day before and put it in 2 two-gallon zip lock bags so it’s ready to go turkey morning. When you take the bird 
from the refrigerator also remove the dressing. (It takes about an hour to make the dressing if you have a food proces-
sor, longer if the bread crumbs are being made with a blender or longer if you only have small bowls.) Cooking time 
on the bag the turkey comes in may not be correct. See chart below.



Birds, Birds, Birds
Natural turkeys, free-range turkeys, organic turkeys, processed turkeys all mean slightly different things. You need to 
know what you’re looking for. In the United States, the USDA web site defines the requirements necessary for a tur-
key to have certain designations. In the notes below, there is a link to their web site which is applicable reading. 
Kosher and Halal designations are not part of USDA program but are products that undergo the rigors of religious 
over-site by Rabbinical or Muslin supervision. Kosher turkeys and most commercially available turkeys are usually 
brined or have been processed with salt. Adding any additional salt will make the bird excessively salty. Read the 
label on the turkey! If you are on a low-salt diet, you will need to either buy a turkey not brined or soak the brined tur-
key for at least 24 hours in water to draw off some of the salt. It is great if you have a sink or a five gallon clean paint 
bucket in a cold garage. Brining makes for a better-tasting bird. Fresh turkeys are more convenient than frozen but a 
lot more expensive. Typically only the smaller birds are available fresh. The Butterball and other brands may be pur-
chased pre-basted (injected) with chicken stock, margarine, salt and who knows what else. I don’t recommend a pre-
basted turkey. When you baste your own bird you have total control over ingredient quality which is important. The 
toms birds are the biggest ones which is what I buy. The chicken stock could just as easily be turkey stock and home 
made. If making home made stock, omit any salt in the recipe. The sweet butter, likewise, has no salt. It you buy a 
frozen bird, it may take more than a week to defrost in the refrigerator. If you have less time, place the bird in two 
brown paper bags and leave it out two days in a cold place like you garage away from a hungry dog. This will jump 
start the defrost process. Bag the bird in several kitchen size trash bags so it will not leak and the bird can now go into 
the refrigerator another two days to finish.

Be mindful of Sanitation
Don’t forget to wash your hands. Clear a large section of counter space. As with handling any poultry, anything that 
comes in contact with the uncooked bird must be sterilized or removed to the dishwasher after its use. During the pro-
cess of stuffing the bird, you may have occasion to wipe your hands on a towel. Be mindful what you have touched. 
Get out the dressing, melt the butter; basting needles and syringe get out the kitchen string, roasting pan, have hand-
towels and paper towels handy, small pair of scissors, a dial thermometer, and the trussing kit with the metal skewers. 
Have the tin foil sections already out and cut to length and available on the counter. Put everything needed for prepa-
ration at easy reach. You don’t want to have turkey hands and start handling cabinet handles, drawer pulls, or have to 
open the refrigerator. Now proceed. When the bird is ready to go into the oven, have someone open the oven door so 
you don’t have to do it with dirty hands else wash your hands first. After placing bird in the oven, put your hand 
towel(s) into the clothes washer, Wipe down the faucet, the handle to the dish washer, disinfect the kitchen counters, 
put the sponge you just used into the dishwasher. Wash your hands. Break out a fresh towel.

Pre heat oven to 325 F. Remove all oven racks but the lowest one.
Ingredients

One 25 pound turkey (see notes for cooking time)
3 Sticks of melted sweet butter (reduce to 1 ½ cups if turkey is pre-basted)
3 Cups of low salt chicken stock (not needed if turkey is pre-basted)

Cooking syringe
A bulb baster
Cooking (trussing) thread7

Heavy tin foil
Large roasting pan (see text)
If making gravy, a fat separator is handy
Thermometer (see text)
Plenty of paper towels
Trussing kit7

The turkey comes in a plastic bag. The bag is full of juices so open it in the sink. Remove the giblets and neck from 
the cavities inside the bird. Thoroughly wash turkey with cold water inside and out rinsing until no sign of red shows 
in the rinse water. If the bird was supplied with a plastic insert to hold the legs together, remove and discard it. 
Remove and throw away any large clumps of turkey fat clinging to the skin near the rear or front openings. Keep the 
tail even if loose – for some, this is a favorite part. If a few quills are sticking out of the bird, remove them with nee-
dle-nose pliers. The loose neck skin is needed to hold the dressing the front of the bird so make sure you leave the 
neck skin flap intact. Place the turkey in a large flat roasting pan1 at least three inches on each side larger than bird 
with sides at least three inches high. Dry the bird inside and out thoroughly with paper towels. Dry the bottom of the 
roasting pan of any residual liquids.

Set giblets and turkey neck aside for making the turkey stock for the gravy.



(For gravy recipes See “Steve’s Turkey Gib-
let Madeira Gravy” on page 299. or See 
“Simplified Turkey Gravy” on page 297.)

Tightly pack (see recipe for dressing on 
page 231) dressing into neck and cavity of 
bird. Pin the skin of the neck area back on to 
the under side of the bird with the pins from 
a turkey trussing kit7 in 4~6 places. Try to 
insure that the pins avoid piercing into the 
main cavity of the bird else you may run 
your hand into one of these while fitting the 
dressing in the main cavity. Coat the bottom 
of the pan by brushing it with melted butter. 
Move turkey over the middle of pan. Fill the 
rest of the bird by tightly packing dressing 
into the main cavity. Press the initial hand-
fuls back towards the neck opening and 
down into the back ribs. When the main cav-
ity is almost filled, truss the legs by tying 
these tightly together with string toward the 
very end of the legs (½ inch back). After the 
legs are trussed, add more dressing between 

then until the main cavity is filled. Brush entire exposed outside of turkey with butter especially the neck flap area. 
Fold a piece of tin foil to a square to cover the neck flap area (fold of skin in the front neck area) where the dressing 
is, as this easily gets done quicker and will otherwise burn. (In the long picture on the next page, this is shown in the 
top image.) Butter this foil then place butter side firmly against the turkey. Trussing keeps the turkey together, which 
makes it cook more uniformly, rather than having the wings and legs dangle and become dry when finished. Make a 
loop of butcher string to tie the wings up and to each other. (Same loop is used for legs as wing shown in middle panel 
picture on next page.) This will insure the wing tips stay close to the bird’s body so they will not burn. (see upper 
panel picture – note the string for the wings crosses straight across the front section of the bird.) Using the rest of the 
butter, inject it at a shallow angle into the bird’s breast, drummette (wings), thigh and leg areas. Come back and repeat 
with the chicken stock. The injected liquid should run out as the bird cooks so a course needle is preferred. These 
injections should be shallow and avoid going into the dressing cavity. Now tie the leg ends tightly together. Cut off 
any extra string. If the tail is dangling, make a loop in another piece of butcher string, place loop around middle of tail 
section. Push it up, towards the legs. Tie the tail piece string to the leg string. Cut off any extra string. Make an open-
ing-sized tin-foil “plug” for between the leg to cover dressing opening. Push it in. (See bottom panel picture on next 
page.)

Cover breast and top of bird with heavy tin foil. (The tin-foil helps regulate the rate the breast meat cooks.) I fold a 
much larger piece in half and then make ½ side-seams by folding these over on themselves, this makes the foil 
heavier and stiffer which allows you to more readily shape the foil to fit the contour of the bird’s topside. The foil will 
be placed over the top of turkey and down to the turkey legs but not tightly. You will repeatedly remove the tin foil to 
baste or inspect the bird so a more rigid piece of foil is more manageable. The tin foil top will be discarded the last 
hour of roasting to allow the bird to further brown. I suggest using a direct indicating thermometer stuck deep in the 

bird insuring that the internal temperature exceeds 160oF for at least 20 minutes. If you don’t have this type of ther-
mometer, use an instant reading thermometer. You don’t have to worry about the bird’s temperature until the last hour 
or so of cooking when testing for doness occurs.

Injecting Bird



Roast at 325 F oven 20 minutes per pound for the best results. If you 
must shorten the cooking time, raise the temperature, to 350 F but 
only after the first two hours. (See notes for cooking time.)

Basting while Cooking
Basting a bird is a ritualistic enterprise at best. It allows the chef the 
opportunity to confirm the fact that he was diligent to turn ON the 
oven this time! 

The appearance of a roasting bird seems to have a calming effect 
which may counteract the anxiety of having Aunt Martha over who 
will describe in excruciating detail every ailment she has had for the 
last 22 years. So if basting a bird, cook the turkey for two hours then 
begin basting. (You could just tell Aunt Martha your coming to baste 
the bird while actually refilling your egg nog.) Baste bird every 
thirty minutes with juices from the pan. If the color of the bird, the 
last hour of cooking, is too pale, increase oven temperature to 375. 
If the turkey is already looking a bit dark leave top tin foil on until 
last half hour of cooking.

After cooking, let the turkey stand ½ hour before carving. (smaller 
turkeys less time) Cut off the strings to carve. Put several pot holders 
under the narrow edge far side of the roasting pan so the juices all 
run to the near edge. This will allow the run-off to be easily collected 
toward finishing the gravy.

Fixing Problems:
Sometimes the tail is not attached any longer as it became dislodged 
during processing. Soak a wooden skewer in water for 20 minutes, 
then spear the side of the turkey near the tail area, through the 
detached tail and through the far side taking great care that the 
extremely point end does not also pierce your hand!

About Dressings:
Any dressings that includes uncooked meat, seafood or fowl are 
potentially risky. It is really not a big deal to sauté the uncooked 
meat, seafood or fowl in some butter and onions before assembling 
the dressing which virtually eliminates any potential risk associated 
with cooking a dressed bird. I don’t think it in anyway compromises 
the quality of the dressing.

Notes:
1. Roasting pan recommendations exclude a tin foil pan! First mistake with a baster will pour hot butter all over the hot 

interior of your oven immediately resulting in a major conflagration which may require a visit from the local fire 
department to quench. If you're lucky the house will remain. A good roasting pan is NOT teflon coated. The nice 
caramelized bits do not form on teflon pans so if gravy is more important than clean up find a metal pan. The ideal 
roasting pan should have a dimension of 18 x 13 by 3 ½ inches, with vertical or with folding handles. Much larger 
and it will not fit in most refrigerators. Smaller sizes promote splatter while basting.

2. Slow Thawing Turkey: Slow and 100% safe thawing may be done in the refrigerator but requires at least 24 hours 
for every 4 pounds of weight which is about a week for a 25 pound bird. Once thawed in the refrigerator, it can 
remain refrigerated for several days before cooking. Place the bird in a plastic garbage bag to insure it does not 
leak all over other food.)

3. HEN or TOM TURKEY – The sex designation of “hen” (female) or “tom” (male) turkey is used as an indication of 
size rather than tenderness.

4. KOSHER – “Kosher” may be used only on the labels of turkeys that are prepared under Rabbinical supervision. 
Likewise Halal is the equivalent Muslim designation.



5. NATURAL – Turkey containing no artificial flavor or flavoring, coloring ingredient, chemical preservative, or any 
other artificial or synthetic ingredient and is minimally processed.

6. Trussing Thread, kitchen thread, butcher's string – a white sanitized string, usually cotton, for trussing fowl and tie-
ing roasts. Sometime a short piece is included in a trussing kit which also includes a set of heavy wire skewers 
about 4 ½ inches long for securing the bird’s neck cavity.

7. Approximate Cooking Time Chart for 325 F (based on 20 min. per pound for a dressed bird): (1/3 hour is 20 minutes, 
2/3 hour is 40 minutes)

Regardless of the chart, the bird is done when the internal temperature of the bird reaches 160 F for 20 minutes. At this point, 
the bird has already somewhat turned a golden brown on top even if you have inadvertently have left the tin foil on. It will be 
golden brown to some extent when it’s at the right temperature. If the bird is at 170 F (yikes) take it from the oven – avoid over 
cooking!

8. Some stoves have front controls that when touched, can turn the oven off. Generally the stoves have a means of locking the con-
trols from accidental change. This means your plans to eat at a certain time will not be interrupted by finding out that the oven 
has been turned off by the three year old.

Pounds Hours Pounds Hours
14 4 2/3 23 7 2/3
15 5 24 8
16 5 1/3 25 8 1/3
17 5 2/3 26 8 2/3
18 6 27 9
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